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Nagging
Nabobs

A few years ago, Spiro Agnew referred to the people who ran the media as
"an effete corps of impudent snobs." In this issue, Bruce Whiteaker of
JMU's Public Information Office interviewed a gentleman who would
more than likely disagree with that evaluation-the man is Elmer Lower,
former president of ABC News. Lowercommentson the state of the ne\\·scollecting professions, his own career and other choice subjects.
including the former vice president of the C.S., beginning
on ..................................................... page 16

Aggressive
Athletes

And now, turning to sports ... E,·er wonder what happened to .-\Ian
Mayer, Billy Sample, Jim Barbe or Todd "'interfeldt? :\"o. this is not
another of those endless athletic tri,·ia quizzes .. .in fact, it's not a tri,·ial
story at all. At least four of JMLT's fast-mO\·ing alumni haw graduated
from the Dukes to various professional athletic organizations and maY
become names to contend with in the sports world. Rich :\lurray chased
down these folks and came back to \nite about them on ...... page 8

Mrs. Miller

Mrs. G. Tyler Miller, wh_o charmed the campus in an era of growth.
change, and, at times, conflict, graces our pages in this issue. The second
part of our series on JMU first ladies begins on ............ page 1S

Karpe &
Kids

In the world of Kool-Aid in little Dixie cups, tempera paints that turn
putrid, joyous story hours and midday naps. one name stands out among
all the others-at least in Montgomery County, Md. Eleanor Karpe. that
county's teacher of the year, tells her kids at the end of each daY.
"Remember, I love you like crazy." "'e thought the same thing about a
story we read on her, so we printed it. and it begins on ...... page ~~

Plus

The legislature was kind to the lTniwrsity this Year. and building "·ill
begin sometime soon on a library addition. You can be in on the plans. as
well as a plethora of other NewsNewsNews on ..... pages ~. 3 and -1
Awards, Swiss trips, scholarships and other areas of alumni imerest are
subjects of our attention in the Alumni News section. There's more. too.
and you can find it all on ........................... pages S and 6
Thanks to a successful telethon (mentioned in the Alumni News section).
there were more than enough class notes. In fact. we had to saw about
half of those we collected until the next issue. For the moment, there's
a lot of catching up with friends starting on ............... page 27

NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS
Discovery Named for Emeritus Professor
For more than 30 years, Dr. Marie
M. Jenkins, professor emeritus of
biology at James Madison University, has been studying planarians-a type of flatworm.
Now, she has one named for her.
A new species of freshwater
planarian has been named Dugesia
jenkinsae in honor of Dr. Jenkins,
who retired from the JMU faculty
in 1975.
• Dugesia jenkinsae was named for
Dr. Jenkins by an Italian scientist,
Dr. Mario Behazzi, who is director
of the Institute of Zoology at the
University of Pisa.
Dr. Benazzi had asked Dr. Jenkins
for examples of·American planarians to use in a comparative study he

was making on European and
American planarians.
Among those Dr. Jenkins sent to
Dr. Benazzi were a group of
planarians collected from the San
Felipe Spring near Del Rio, Texas.
They proved to be a new species,
unknown before to science, and
were required to have a new name
different from any known animal.
The San Felipe planarians thus
became Dugesia jenkinsae.
Planarians are small flatworms
often found on the under side of
rocks and leaves in ponds and
streams. They play a role as
scavengers in fresh-water ecology.
Dr. Jenkins has been engaged in
research on these animals during

Dr. McConkey Named Dean
of New Communications School
Dr. Donald L. McConkey, head
of the department of communication arts at James Madison
University, has been named dean of
the University's new School of Fine
Arts and Communication.
The School of Fine Arts and
Communication has been formed
from the ·departments of music, art
and communication arts which
were part of JMU's School of Arts
and Sciences.
With the creation of the new
school, the School of Arts and
Sciences has been renamed the
College of Letters and Sciences.
That school still contains 11
academic departments.
Other schools at James Madison

are the School of Education, the
School of Business and the
Graduate School.
About 900 JMU students are
currently majoring in the three
areas that form the School of Fine
Arts and Communication. There
are 72 faculty members in the new
school.
A native of Ohio, Dr. McConkey
has been at JMU since 1970. He has
his B.S. from Illinois State
University and his M.A. and Ph.D.
from Ohio State University.
Before joining the James Madison faculty, Dr. McConkey was
director of forefll!ics at the College
of William and Mary .from 1954 to
1970.
0

most of the last 30 years. She has had
over two dozen research papers
published in various national
scientific journals. While teaching
at JMU, she studied reproductive
activity and behavior in numerous
population of planarians.
Dr. Jenkins lives in Strasburg,
Va., and devotes much of her time to
writing books for children and
young people on different kinds of
animals.
She has had six books published,
the latest entitled Goats and Sheep
and How They Live. It went into
print this spring.
Dr. Jenkins said that someday
she would like to write a book about
p!anarians.
D

Area Educators
Win Annual Award
A member of the Page County
School Board, a retired Rockingham County school supervisor, and
the former state superintendent of
public instruction have received
James Madison University's annual
Educator of the Year awards.
Dorothy V. Swank, retired
teacher and elementary supervisor
in the Rockingham County school
system, received the award for a
professional educator. Miss Swank
is a JMU alumna.
The award for contributions to
education by a layman went to Dr.
J.R. Holsinger, a member of the
Page school board ·since 1970.
A special award was presented to
Dr. Woodrow W. Wilkerson, who
served as the state's superintendent
of public instruction from 1960 to
1975.
D

NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS
Desegregation Plan
Approved by Board
The James Madison University
Board of Visitors has approved
Virginia's desegregation settlement
with the federal government.
The board said that JMU is
"committed to the principle of
equal opportunity in admission
and employment" and "will make a
good faith effort" to achieve the
objectives of the state plan.
The board pointed out that the
"objec:tives" in the desegregation
plans'' are goals . .. and are not to be
considered or regarded as quotas.''
The Virginia Plan has been
accepted by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW). It sets forth equal
opportunity plans for all the public
colleges and universities in Virginia.
The plans call for JMU to enroll
an additional 28 minority students
in the entering class of 1979-80,
above the current average of 30 (a
total of 58 minority students). That
number would increase each year,
until reaching a total of 141
entering minority freshmen in
1982-83.
The board of visitors reserved the
right to approve any future changes
in the desegregation plan and said
the University "will not compromise its admission standards or
academic requirements" and "retains sole authority and responsibility for admission and academic
performance requirements and
employment practices of the
university."
James Madison University was
the second public institute of
higher education in the state to
approve the Virginia Plan.
0
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University Mace Donated by Class of '43
Pictured is the approved sketch of the JMU Mace. The mace will be used as a
ceremonial device in such events as commencements and \\·ill be financed bY the
class of 1943. Dr. Ronald Wyancko of JMU's art department designed and will
build the mace which will be made of l4K gold, sih·er, and rose,\·ood and will
stand 32 inches tall and weigh about ten pounds. He plans to use the reflecti,·e
qualities of the silver to give the mace "a mystical appearance." Featured in the
outside border of the crown will be etchings of such figures as James :\Iadison.
Wilson Hall, and the eternal flame of knowledge.

Visitors Grafton & Stovall
Applauded for Contributions.
Two retiring members of the
James Madison University Board of
Visitors have been cited for their
contributions to the University.
The JMU Board of Visitors
passed a resolution at its last
meeting applauding the work of
retiring board members Martha S.
Grafton of Staunton and David H.
Stovall of Virginia.
Mrs. Grafton and Mr. Stovall
have been members of the board
since 1970 and are not eligible for
re-appointment to another term.
Mrs. Grafton has also been vice
rector of the board since 1974.
The board commended · them
both for the enormous contributions they have "made toward the
betterment of James Madison University and the overall improvement of educational opportunities
in Virginia."

In the eight years :\Irs. Grafton
and Mr. StoYall have been on the
board, the institution has gained
university status, student enrollment and the size of the facultY have
doubled, library holdings ha,·e
nearly tripled, the LTniYersity
budget has tripled and some $45
million has gone toward campus
construction.
Mrs. Grafton is the retired dean at
Mary Baldwin College and has
served as acting president at Mary
Baldwin on three occasions. The
library at Mary Baldwin is named
for Mrs. Grafton.
Mr. Stovall manages the Leggett
store at Norfolk's Military Circle
shopping center. He has formerly
managed Leggett stores in Harrisonburg,
Charlottesville
and
L ynchburg and is a former
Harrisonburg city councilman. 0

NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS
Library Addition Funds Approved;
Construction to Begin this Fall
Funds which will enable James
Madison University to begin work
on a major addition to Madison
Memorial Library were included in
the University's 1978-80 budget
which has been passed by the
Virginia General Assembly.
The
legislature allocated
$2,34 7,500 to JMU for construction
work on the library addition. That
represents about half of the more
than $4 million that will be
required for the library addition.
The original budget proposal
contained only $147,500 for the
University to draw up plans for the
library. The additional $2.2
million for actual work on the
library was allocated after JMU
President Ronald E. Carrier
detailed JMU's severe need for the
library to members of the General
Assembly .
The funds will be used to
construct the outer shell of the
library and to form reading rooms.
The completion of the library will
take place as soon as the additional
funds are allocated. JMU will seek
the additional funding from the
next session of the legislature.
\\'ork will begin this fall on the
library addition.
]YlC was also given authorization to spend S3.2 million on
construction of a new School of
Education building. Funds for that
building were approved in last
fall 's bond issue referendum.
The new School of Education
building, now under construction,
will be adjacent to Jackson and
Logan halls.
The total operating budget
apprmed for the University in
19i8-80 Is S62,619,605-a 22.4

percent increase over the 1976-78
budget of $51,144,520. Capital
outlay funds (funds for construction) are not included in the
operating budget.
Other construction funds approved were $1.8 million in
revenue bonds for an addition to
Godwin Hall and $1.5 million for
a physical education and recreational facility.
Exact plans have not yet been

made on the addition to Godwin or
the recreation-physical education
building. In general terms, however, the seating capacity in
Sinclair Gymnasium will be
increased, and the new recreation
building will be used for in tram urals and recreation. Construction
dates have not been set.
Other capital outlay projects
approved by the General Assembly

continued on page 27

Overcrowded conditions In Madison Memorial Library should be
relieved with new addition.
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ALUMNI NEWS

Alumni Program Cited for Excellence
James Madison University was
one of only four institutions in the
country to be cited for excellence in
its total alumni relations programs
by the national association of
alumni, public relations and
development officers.
JMU's entry, submitted by
Alumni Director Ben E. Hancock,
Jr., received a Special Merit award
in the annual competition of the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE).
CASE is composed of some 8,000
public relations, alumni and
development officials from 1,900
colleges and universities. The
organization gives awards annually
for excellence in various institutional programs.
The University's award cited the
comprehensiveness and innovative
elements in JMU's total alumni
relations program.

In Memoriam

Dean Dorothy Garber

Dean Dorothy Spooner Garber,
an integral part of James Madison
University for more than a half
century, died May 21 in a
Harrisonburg nursing home.
Dean Garber received her B.S. in
1920 from the University, which
was then known as the State
Normal School for Women at

summer orientation program, a
television program, the namechange campaign, and the CareerDesign program.
The AI umni Association was also
cited in 1974 by the American
Alumni Council, which later
merged with the American College
Public Relations Association to
0
form CASE.

The three other winners in the
same category were the University
of Michigan, the University of
California at Berkley and Iowa
State University.
The award will be presented at
the CASE annual convention in
July at Hollywood, Fla.
JMU has won CASE awards in
the past for Government Day, the

Scholarship Recipients Chosen
Patti S. Bennett of Lynchburg
and Donald M. Scheytt of Oxon
Hill, Md., have been selected as the
two entering freshmen at James
Madison University to receive
scholarships awarded by the JMU
Alumni Association.
They will receive $500-a-year
grants for each of the four years
they are at the University. Eight

Harrisonburg. As a student, Dean
Garber was president of the Student
Association, the Degree Class, the
Post-Graduate Class and the
Stratford Literary Society. She later
did graduate work at the University
of Virginia and Harvard University.
From 1920 to 1922, Mrs. Garber
taught at Woodrow Wilson High
School in Portsmouth. She joined
the JMU staff in 1922 as alumnae
secretary.
In 1928, she became an instructor
of science and in 1931 resumed her

students are now receiving alumni
scholarships-two in each class.
Miss Bennett is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bennett and is
a graduate of E.C. Glass High
School. Scheytt, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Scheytt, is a graduate
of Oxon Hill Senior High School.
Each student was high school
valedictorian and had a perfect 4.0
average.
0

duties as alumnae secretary.
Dean Garber was named dean of
freshmen in 1941. She held that
position until 1960, when she was
named dean of women.
She retired in June of 1967.
Garber Hall, a men's residence hall
which opened in 1970, is named for
Dean Garber.
Dean Garber was the widow of
Harry E. Garber and is survived by a
sister, Prudence H. Spooner of
Harrisonburg and a brother, Morris
H. Spooner of Jacksonville, Flori~.

0
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ALUMNI NEWS
Chapter Notes of the Commonwealth
The Northern Virginia Chapter
Planning Committee met on April
22 at the Springfield Holiday Inn
for dinner and discussed future
alumni events. Plans were made for
receptions at JMU sports events in
the area.
The Richmond Chapter held its
spring banquet on April 15 at the
Richmond Council of Garden
Clubs. Dr. Paul Cline, JMU
professor of political science, and
Mrs. Cline were guests. The
chapter also held a special
reception in May at the home of
Carol Eubank for Richmond area

students who will enter JMU this
fall.
The
Williamsburg-Tidewater
area alumni plan to host a sports
reception this summer in the
Norfolk area. JMU coaches will be
guests at the reception and speak
on the University's athletic program. A reception is also planned
at the Hospitality House in
Williamsburg on Oct. 14, preceding the JMU-William and Mary
football game. Alumni may reserve
rooms for that weekend in
Williamsburg by contacting the
Alumni Office.
0

Telethon Calls Over Ten Thousand
More than ll,OOO alumni were
contacted in April through the
James Madison University Alumni
Association annual telethon. It was
the largest number of alumni ever
reached through the telethon.
More than $3,000 was pledged to
the annual fund drive through the
telethon, information was gathered
for the class notes section of
Montpelier and address changes

were obtained.
Phone calls to alumni were made
by members of fraternities and
sororities at JMU. Twenty telephones were in use for the telethon.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
won the prize for making the most
calls in the two-week telethon.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority was
second.
0

Homecoming 1978 set for October
Homecoming 1978 has been
scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 21.
During Homecoming, reunions
will be held for the Classes of 1953,
1958, 1963, 1968 and 1973.
Other events taking place during
Homecoming will include the Ms.

JMU contest, the Homecoming
parade, the JMU-Frostburg State
football game, an alumni lunch~on, concerts and a dance.
Further information on Home,coming will be mailed to alumni
later.
0

Swiss Adventure
Planned this Fall
A Switzerland tour is being
arranged this fall by the James
Madison University Alumni Association for alumni and friends of
the University.
The tour will be Sept. 19-27.
Cost is $429 per person, plus 15
percent for tax and services.
Further information is available
from the Alumni Office.
0
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SPORTS NEWS
1978 Football Schedule
Date
Opponent
Location
Time
Sept. 9 Washington & Lee University• Home
1:30
Sept. 16 Towson State University
1:30
Home
Sept. 23 Hampden-Sydney College
Hampden-Sydney, Va. 2:00
Sept. 30 Mars Hill College..
1:30
Home
Oct. 7
Salisbury State College
1:30
Salisbury, Md.
Oct. 14 College of William & Mary
Williamsburg, Va.
2:00
Oct. 21 Frostburg State College•u
Home
1:30
Oct. 28 Randolph-Macon College
2:00
Ashland, Va.
Nov. 4 Shippensburg State College
1:30
Home
Nov. II Emory & Henry College
1:30
Emory, Va.
All games are on Saturdays •Government Day .. Parents Day •••Homecoming

JMU Team Records 1977-78

Men's Teams

Archery - 6-1 record, state champions, sixth in national tournament
Baseball - 30-13 record, participated in Eastern College Athletic Conference
post-season tournament
Basketball - 18-8 record, JMU Invitational Tournament champions
Cross Country - 8-3 record, sixth in Virginia Intercollegiate Meet
Football - 5-5 record
Golf- 9-1 record, second in Virginia Intercollegiate Tournament
Gymnastics - 4-5 record, second in Virginia Intercollegiate Meet
Soccer- 9-6-1 record, participated in Eastern College Athletic Conference postseason tournament
Swimming - 11-6 record, sixth in Virginia Intercollegiate Meet
Tennis- 8-12 record
Track and Field- 2-1 record, fourth in Virginia Intercollegiate Meet
Wrestling- 12-11 record
Overall Record: 122-72-1 (.628)

Women's Teams
Archery - 3-2 record, Virginia Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (VAlA W) champions, tenth in national tournament
Basketball - 9-14 record
Cross Country - 3-0 record, fourth in VAlA W Meet
Equitation- seventh in VAlAW Show, rider qualified and competed in national
show
Fencing - 2-9 record, third in VAIA W Tournament
Field Hockey - 17-3-3 record, Blue Ridge District and AIAW Region II
champions; participated in national tournament
Golf- 4-3-1 record, second in VAIAW Tournament
Gymnastics - 6-3 record, VAlA W champions, fifth in regional meet
Lacrosse - 8-6-1 record, Virginia Women's Lacrosse Association champions,
seventh in national tournament
Swimming - 2-5 record, fourth in VAlA W Meet
Tennis - 11-7, third in VAlA W Meet
Track and Field- 6-1, VAIAW champions
Volleyball- 21-25 record, second in VAIAW Tournament
Overall Record: 92-78-5 (.540)
Combined Overall Record: 214-150-6 (.586)

National Lacrosse
Meet Held at JMU
James Madison University was
the site for the 47th United States
Women's Lacrosse Association
(USWLA) Tournament in May.
The Duchesses finished seventh
nationally in the collegiate division
of the tournament.
JMU's Jill Heller, pictured
above, was the Duchesses' leading
scorer in 1978 with 26 goals.
JMU alumnae Bev Burnett ('70)
and Lynn Craun ('75) participated
in the all-star division of the
tournament. Both competed on the
South I team which finished second
in the national all-star championship competition. At the conclusion of the tournament, Burnett was
named to the United States reserve
lacrosse team fm the second
consecutive year.
D
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Former JMU Athletes Make Professional Mark
By Rich Murray
The growth of the James
Madison University athletic program is reflected in many ways, but
one relatively new way is the
appearance of JMU athletes in the
world of professional athletics.
In recent years, the JMU athletic
program has begun to develop
talen ted athletes of professional
caliber. Last year alone, three JMU
baseball players were drafted by
major league teams.
There are now four former JMU
baseball players and two soccer
players playing professionally. All
are striving to be successful
professional athletes-one has
already made it while the others are
at varying stages of their professional careers.
Alan Mayer has made it. A twotime All-America as a goalkeeper
for the JMU soccer team and
perhaps the finest all-around
athlete ever to compete at the
University, Mayer is now the
starting goalkeeper for the San
Diego Sockers of the North Ameri·
can Soccer League (NASL).
Mayer's abilities haven't gone
unrecognized. The 1978 edition of
The Complete Handbook of Soccer
says Mayer is "easily the most
spectacular soccer player America
has ever produced ... he makes
breathtaking saves .. .and has the
purest reflexes of any American
goalie."

Currently in his fifth season as a
professional player, Mayer has
established himself as one of the
top goalkeepers in the NASL. Last
year he earned second team AllNASL honors and his salary is
commensurate with his ability.
While exact figures have not been
released, Mayer is believed to be the
highest paid American player in
the NASL.
There have been reports circulating that another goalkeeper,
Shep Messing of the Oakland team,
is the highest paid American
player. Don't you believe it.
'Tm making excellent money,"
Mayer said. "I'm making what a
professional athlete should make."
"After I was named to the AllStar team last year, eight teams
contacted me about playing for
them. San Diego also wanted me
back so I threw a figure at them
that I never thought they would
accept. They not only accepted it,
but increased it."
Realizing Mayer's work not only
as an outstanding goalkeeper but
as an American in a league still
dominated by foreign players, the
Sockers offered him a three-year
contract. He refused and signed for
two years.
His reasoning?
"At this stage of my career I
didn't want to be tied down for
more than two years.''
It hasn't always gone so well for

the Islip, N.Y., native during his
professional career. He remembers
the first contract he signed after
being drafted in the first round by
the Baltimore Comets following
his senior season at JMU.
"My first contract was for $300 a
month plus $50 a game," Mayer
said. "That averaged out to about
$425 a month or about $2,200 for
the season. When you consider the
fact that I had to move to
Baltimore, I was actually paying
them to play."
"That's the way it was then,"
Mayer said. 'Tm making more
now than the whole Baltimore
Comets team made my first year. I
didn't mind because I loved the
game and I was doing what I
enjoyed."
The San Diego Sockers obviously enjoy the way Mayer plays
the goal, but he never gave any
serious thought to playing professionally until he came to JMU.
"When I was in high school, I
didn't even know there was a
professional soccer league," he
said. "When I got to Madison I was
fortunate to play with some great
players and when I made AllAmerica I learned there was a
professional soccer draft. I never
thought, however, that I could play
soccer for a living."
"I really didn't know what
professional soccer would be like,"
Mayer said. "At first I thought it

9

that I wouldn't trade for anything."
The franchise is more stable now
so Mayer and his wife of two years,
the former Kathy Quinn who
graduated from JMU with him in
1974, have bought a home in S·,n
Diego.
''I'm just taking it one year at a
time," the 25-year-old Mayer said.
"A goalkeeper can go on playing
until he's 34 or 35. That would give
me another nine years or so, but
I've got to be realistic. A
professional athlete is subject to
injuries and my career could end
with an injury at anytime."
Mayer was an aggressive player
at JMU and he has continued to
play that way in the NASL. It has
been a successful, but also a
painful style of play for him.
"I've had eight concussions and
two knee operations and the last
three games I've been playing with
a foam rubber helmet," Mayer said.
Mayer is also realistic enough to
start planning for the future and
his life after his soccer career is
over.
"The helmet I've been wearing
has felt good and I'm working with
a patent lawyer on possibly
patenting the helmet and putting it
on the market for kids, " he said. "I
keep my eyes and ears open. I'm
trying to make wise investments
with the money I'm making now. I
have a lawyer and a financial
advisor to help me. You have to be
careful."
But right now Alan Mayer wants
to play soccer and his future is as
bright as the NASL's appears to be.
"The league gets better each
year," Mayer said. "There are no
pushover teams any more and th~y
have drawn 77,000 people to an
NASL game in New York. If you
had told me something like that
would happen when I was at JMU,
I would have told you that you
were crazy."

Despite his success, Alan Mayer
has not forgotten James Madison
University. In the same feature that
he listed Bob Vanderwarker as
having the greatest influence on
his career, he said his favorite team
other than San Diego was the
Madison soccer tea m and listed
former JMU teammate Dave
Fulton as one of his two best
friends.
"We haven't been back to
Madison in a while and we're
hoping to get back in the fall ,"
Mayer said. "I miss it. There's no
place like Madison."
Sometime later this season it is
entirely possible that Mayer will
face a shot by Carl Strong, another
former JMU player who is now a
rookie with the Colorado Caribous
of the NASL. Strong, the Most
Valuable Offensive Player on last
year's JMU team, was drafted by
Colorado and sig ned after hi s
sophomore season at JMU.
The fact that Strong was drafted
and signed after just two sea~o n s
with the Dukes does not concern or
anger Vanderwarker a-; it might
some coaches.
"Many college coaches are upset
because they feel they are bemg
robbed of their outsta nding players,
but I feel a hi t differently,"
Vanderwarker said. "We will miss
Carl greatly and not having him
back is a tremendous loss for our
team. Our job, however, is to
prepare people for a career in their
chosen profession. Carl chose a
career in professional soccer and
I'm happy he has had the opportunity to sign and wish him
nothing ·but the best in the future."
Mayer has heard about Strong.
"I don't know Carl, but I've
heard a lot about him," Mayer says.
"I've heard he's a fine player."
Alan Mayer has made it in
professional soccer. Billy Sample is
a step away m professional
baseball.
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Professional Athletes
"·ould be nice to be drafted, then I
thought it would be nice to play
one season and then another. Now
I just go out and do the best I can."
.\s ]:\Il' head soccer coach Bob
\'anderwarker can tell you, Mayer's
beit is really something. He still
holds all of J~lll's goalkeeping
records-among them most shutouts in one season (II in 1972),
most shutouts in a career (24) and
most consecuti\"e shutouts (5 in
1972). In a9-dition, he was the
soccer team's Most Valuable Player
four years in a row and was also the
;\;o. I singles player and the MVP
on the JMU tennis team for four
years. He wa,s also named JMU's
:\lost Outstanding Athlete his junior and senior years.
"Alan Mayer did an outstanding
job for us," Vanderwarker said. "I
guess the greatest compliment you
could give Alan is to simply call
him a tremendous competitor. He
is an outstanding athlete who gives
I 00% every time he plays."
The respect is mutuaL
Mayer was featured recently in a
national soccer magazine and one
of the questions was-"Who has
had the greatest influence on your
career?"
His answer-Bob Vanderwarker.
"Coach Vanderwarker had a lot
to do with my development as a
goalkeeper," Mayer said. "He
taught me the proper techniques
and started me in the right
direction. Before, soccer was
something I did with the guys in
the falL He put it into my mind as
something I could do professionally."
Mayer has moved around some
during his professional career.
After two years in Baltimore the
franchise moved to San Diego for a
year, then to Las Vegas last season
and finally back to San Diego prior
to the start of the 1978 season.
Mayer calls it "a great experience

top to bottom: Bill Sample, Jim Barbe, Todd Winterfeldt.

Sample is the starting leftfielder
for the Tucson Toros of the Pacific
Coast League. Tucson is the Class
AAA minor league team for the
Texas Rangers. AAA baseball is
just one step below the major
leagues.
It's Sample's third year of minor
league baseball and his first at the
AAA level. Through the team's
first 17 games Sample was batting
.452 with three home runs and 24
runs batted in (RBI's).
Sample, who is from Salem, Va.,
was drafted by the Rangers in the
28th round of the major league
baseball draft after his senior year
at Andrew Lewis High School. He
chose not to sign a professional.
contract at that time, however, and
came to JMU where he had been
recruited by head baseball coach
Brad Babcock.
At JMU, Sample was a first team
College Division All-America
selection in 1976 and had a career
batting average of .388. In 1976, his
junior season, he batted .421 with
15 doubles, six triples, three home
runs and 49 RBI's. He also scored
57 runs and stole 27 bases as he
helped the Dukes reach the finals
of the NCAA Division II South
Atlantic Regional Baseball Tournament.
Texas drafted Sample again after
his junior year at JMU, this time in
the 1Oth round. He signed for a
$6,000 bonus.
After signing, Sample was sent
to the Sarasota team of the Florida
Rookie League. He led the league
in hitting, with a .382 average, and
in triples.
Last year he was at Tulsa in the
AA Texas League and he finished
second in the league in hitting
with a .348 average. He also led the
league in triples.
One thing should be obvious by
now. Billy Sample can hit.
"I knew when I signed a

professional contract that in order
to make it to the big leagues I
would have to hit," Sample said. " I
think I'm a good hitter and I've
always felt that my bat would
precede my glove if I got to the
majors."
Sample is more comfortable now
that he's back in leftfield at
Tucson. He was the leftfielder at
JMU for two years before Babcock
moved him to second base for his
junior year. Babcock's reasoning
was that Sample would have a
better opportunity in professional
baseball at second. The Ranger
organization kept Sample at
second into last season before
moving him back to the outfield.
"l had some defensive problems
at second, but I think that's because
I hadn't played there that long,"
Sample said. " I've never really had
a position that I could call my
own."
Another problem was that the
Rangers already had their second
baseman of the future in young
Bump Wills, the son of former
major league great Maury Wills.
"I think I'm coming along
defensively," Sample says. ''I'm
playing every day and at the level
I've reached now, I'm playing with
people who have been in the major
leagues."
One of those players is outfielder
Rusty Torres who has played with
the New York Yankees and the
Cleveland Indians. Sample says
playing with people like Torres
has helped.
"He helps by pointing out the
little things," Sample said. "The
Pacific Coast League is also a good
hitters' league and that's good as
far as learning to play the outfield
is concerned. The teams normally
score a lot of runs and you are
constantly faced with different
defensive situations."
Sample is pleased with his

hitting: but he is also realistic.
"If you can hit consistently here,
you can hit in the major leagues,"
he said. " Long term contracts at
the major league level, however,
are keeping some players in the
minors longer."
" When I first signed, I was told
I'd have to have three or four good
years in the minors to make it to
the major leagues. I'm thinking
totally AAA this year. "
A year ago at Tulsa, Sample
heard rumors that he would be
moving up to the Rangers. He
never made that move.
"The television and radio people
in Arlington (the Rangers' home
city) were saying that I'd be going
up," Sample said. "It was in the
back of my mind. I was thinking
about what was going to happen."
"I slumped a couple of weeks in
August and never did go up," he
said. "Nobody ever told me why.
This year I don't want to hear it
unless it's true."
Regardless of whether he makes
it to the majors or not this season,
Sample is planning to return to
JMU to finish work on his degree
this fall if he doesn't have to play
in the Instructional League. He is
13 hours shy of earning his degree
in psychology.
Jim Barbe, another former JMU
baseball player, is also in the Texas
organization. Barbe is playing ball
at Asheville, N.C. , of the Class A
Carolinas League.
Barbe was a power-hitting third
baseman for the Dukes for four
years before signing a professional
contract last year. He had a career
batting a.verage of .371 with 3-1
home runs and 178 RBI's for JMU
and earned second team College
Division All-America honors in
1975.
Barbe, however, is playing first
base for Asheville.

continued on page 26

Collage by Wes Caton

First Lady in An
Era of Change
Betty Miller is a charmer.
That's all. Just a simple matter
of being beautiful (and she is
beautiful, with silver-white
hair, green eyes, fine features),
of being smart, of having a
quick wit, of tending a cutting
garden, of being a warm
hostess, of having the energy to
be always well dressed, sparkling, of being an accomplished
musician, of knowing how to
listen intently with supportative remarks of interest that
boost the ego. In short, Betty
Miller disciplined her priorities, refined them, and makes it
look easy to be fun .
"I try to look at the bright
side," explains Mrs. Miller. "I
learned a long time ago that
when people say, 'How are
you?', it is a greeting. They
don't expect to hear all your
aches and pains."
" Everybody," she adds, "has
things that weigh on their
heart. ''
A Virginia girl, born in
Nelson County where her father
was a country doctor for 50
years, she remembers the lean
years of the Depression and a
father's failing health. "I rode
the train to Lynchburg for
music lessons and under that
professor's supervision, taught
piano for two years-at 50 cents
a lesson. I learned more than
the students I taught," she says,
with a smile at the memory.
"But I didn't mean to be a

By Betty Jolly

piano teacher forever."
And so, the young piano
teacher went to the University
of Virginia, met a young intern
named
Charles
Hampton
"Hamp" Mauzy from Harrisonburg, married, moved to Winston-Salem, N.C., where her
husband served on the faculty of
Bowman-Grey School of Medicine and where, together, they
built a rooted life of good friends
and rewarding work for 23 years,
until Dr. Mauzy's death in 1961.
She, her husband and three
young sons visited Mauzy
relatives in Harrisonburg and
environs once or twice a year
during that time: "I remember
conversations about Madison
College and the work G. Tyler
Miller was doing." But, of
course, it was all background
conversation and she never even
met the man she would some day
marry, Tyler Miller.
The work Tyler Miller was
doing during these years was
certainly something . to talk
about: since his arrival in 1949 as
the third president 9f Madison
College from his post as State
Superintendent .of Public Instruction, he had1neg!)tiated fqr
the purchase of ~40 j~f=lieS of· the
Newman farm, pea~ly quadrppling the size of the,qampus; ~ad
engineered the construction of
Burruss Scie~~~ H~ H; \ he
construction o~ P.,e~~, sJprpi~WI
ies, the campus- tr.aimng
school,
l'-' . l
new athletic facilj ~~St: <ffiJ!:~lHf'\V
J
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.~ . . . . .~.

infirmary-the largest two-year
construction program in the ·
college's history. In his inaugural address he called for a
graduate program and for " full
legal authorization for the
admission of men students and
the establishment of the college
as a coeducational institution."
Dr. Miller would direct the
construction of 21 buildings in
21 years, see the enrollment
jump from 1,500 to 4,000,
originate changes in the social
regulations, incorporating new
committees and larger groups to
meet changing times.
"I continued, of course, to
come to Harrisonburg to visit
this area to see my sister-in-law
in Staunton and family and
friends in Harrison burg,"
recalls Mrs. Miller. One of those
visits in 1967 was to check on
some legal matters with her firstcousin, Russell "Buck" Weaver.
Mr. Weaver, a Harrisonburg
attorney, served on the Madison
College Board of Visitors from
1964 to 1972, the last six as
Rector.
And it was Russell Weaver
who first got Betty Mauzy and
Tyler Miller together.
"Buck wasn't trying to be a
matchmaker," Mrs. Miller
explains. "He just had a dinner
party and invited a few good
friends. My friend and I had
come up from Winston-Salem
and were staying at his house.
When we walked in, Annie Mae

said Mr. Buck was going to have
a party that night." One of those
guests turned out to be Tyler
Miller, a widower since 1956.
"We were sitting out on the
front porch after dinner when I
asked if anyone knew the best
way to get to Washington, Va. I
wanted to visit some friends
there. Tyler asked who I knew
there and it turned out I knew
his mother and had visited Mt.
Green, their beautiful old family
home. But I had never met
Tyler. At that time, he was
something in Richmond in the
school system, but I knew his
brother Arthur and his wife and
had for years. After that, I felt as
if I had known Tyler for years.
And he felt the same way."
After that, too, there were
business trips to Richmond that
just happened to fall on Friday
so a man could fly on down to
Winston-Salem, more visits to
family in Harrisonburg, a
meeting in Lexington for Dr.
Miller's forty-fifth reunion at
Virginia Military Institute. And
then, in August of 1968,
marriage in Southern Pines,
N.C., by Mrs. Miller's former
minister. "I wanted him to
marry us, so we went there. He
had seen me through some hard
times; you know how close you
can feel to your minister."
"Tyler," smiles Mrs. Miller,
" says he brought me back
home.''
Home was Madison College
and Mrs . Miller inherited
Hillcrest, the President's home
and the role of First Lady.
"Before we married, Tyler told
me he would retire in 1970, so I
came knowing it was a two-year
period. I thought it was

important to open the President's home for social gatherings."
She had been here two weeks
when over 1,100 people came to
call for the new students'
reception. "One of the new boys
went through and was heard to
exclaim, 'I wonder if Mrs. Miller
made all these cookies!' A
freshman girl, brand new to the
campus, of course, came in and
solemnly shook my hand and
said, 'welcome to the campus,
Mrs. Miller.' They were the
cutest things you ever saw, all
dressed up, so polite. Of course
they were cunous, too, about the
President's wife," she notes,
with a knowing twinkle.
But Mrs. Miller also inherited
other times and other students.
Campus unrest had spread to
Madison and the college knew
for the first time as did other
Virginia colleges, the protests,
walk-outs, sits-ins: the turmoil
of the 60's. Mrs. Miller watched
students gather on the lawn in
the middle of the night and
chant.
Characteristically, there's no
rancor.
"That time has passed now
and it doesn't do any good to
talk about it, but it was like
another president of a Virginia
college told Tyler: 'you and I can
roll with the punches, but the
oeople it's the hardest on is our
family.' Tyler saw it through."
Dr. Miller did indeed roll with
the punches. He saw one court
case all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court where it became
a landmark decision for college
and university rights.
Mrs. Miller is proud of her
husband's record in other areas

of leadership.
"Tyler was President of the
American Association of Colleges and Universities, an
organization of over 300 institutions, and we traveled to Dallas
and New Orleans. You know,"
Mrs. Miller adds, with a grin, "I
guess I always thought educators wouldn't be much fun, but,
of course, they are. We met
grand friends and still keep up
with them."
Since retirement, the Millers
travel when possible; they try to
get to Florida every winter; they
enjoy family, nine grandchildren and a son close by. Mrs.
Miller's 96-year-old mother is at
nearby Bridgewater Home. Mrs.
Miller has served on the Red
Cross Board; Dr. Miller continues his devotion to CIVIC
leadership, serving on local and
state boards and as a national
director for the Public Broadcasting System.
James Madison University is
still very much a part of their
life. As President Emeritus, Dr.
Miller had an office on campus
for a number of years, although,
as Mrs. Miller points out, "He is
not the type to look over
anyone's shoulder." The newest
academic building, the science
building, was named in honor
of his 21-year program of
leadership at the University.
"The Madison years were
happy years," says Mrs. Miller.
And so the years continue to be.
0

Betty jolly, a ]MU graduate, has
served as the University's Director of
Alumni Affairs, Director of Public
Information and has taught in the
English Department. This article is
the second in a series on First Ladies
at]amesMadison University.
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The Millers at the dedication of Miller Science Hall.
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by Bruce Whiteaker
April 3, 1978
It was mid-morning in the WMRA newsroom at James Madison
University. The Associated Press teletype was clattering away with the
news of the day. Among the headlines from around the world came a
story that turned out to have local significance:
(NEW YORK) RETIRED ABC EXECUTIVE ELMER LOWER
HAS BEEN AWARDED THE 1977 AP BROADCASTERS
ROBERT EUNSON AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
TO BROADCASTING . ..
Normally, it would have turned out to be just another "fill" storyif it even got on the air at all. But to Scott Thomas, news director at
WMRA, the story was very important to his local newscast. It was
significant because Elmer Lower was beginning his first day at James
Madison University as the Visiting Scholar. Just two days earlier,
Lower had retired as ABC network's vice president, corporate affairs.
Now, he's beginning a second career, this one in the academic world.
It's a career that will take him to the International Institute for
Journalism in Berlin, West Germany and to his alma mater, the
University of Missouri, where he has accepted a full-time job in the
School of Journalism.
Elmer Lower is qualified as a journalism teacher. He knows the
business. With 44 years experience in nearly every aspect of
journalism, there isn't much he can't discuss at length. He knows the
issues that face journalists today, and he's aware of the problems that
face newspaper and TV reporters. He has faced most of those problems
himself in more than four decades of print and broadcast journalism.
Lower began his first career in 1933 after graduating from tht
University of Missouri. He worked on a couple of daily newspapers a~
courthouse reporter, starting at $10 a week. He also spent some time
with the wire services (first UPI, then AP) and was a foreign
correspondent for Life magazine. There were also a couple of
government jobs along the way. During World War II, Lower was
with the Office of War Information, and from 1951-53 he was chief of
information for the Office of the High Commissioner for Germany.
That career in print journalism covered more than 20 years.
Lower was with television news almost from its beginning, signing
on with CBS News in 1953. While he was there, he developed the
election tabulation system which gave television news an edge over the
wire services in getting out election results. That was a first. In 1959,
Lower joined NBC News, made similar innovations in their election
coverage and later served as vice president and general manager of
NBC, New York. Four years later, Lower was named president of ABC
News, a job he held until 1974 when he was made vice president,
corporate affairs. He reflects on those years:
"My 11 years as president of ABC News had two bookends-the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy and the forced resignation
of Richard M. Nixon. No one could have had a wild enough
imagination to foresee the events in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963. On that
day (I had been on the job three months) I heard a bulletin I couldn't
believe. It started four days of non-stop coverage."
He goes on to say that the end of the Nixon administration was
easier to predict.
"After following Watergate intensely for 10 months, I began to see

Nixon's resignation in my
crystal ball. On May 19, 1973, 15
months before Nixon's final day
in office, I was brooding about
the turn of events in my office on
a quiet Saturday morning.
Before leaving on a trip, I left a
little note for Bill Sheehan
(Lower's successor), the best
sidekick I ever had in 45 years."
The note read: "I can't
conceive of it but Nixon might
just resign if someone puts the
bee on him and makes it stick. I
think we should do some
preparedness ... One historical
program we could do would be
Watergate from start to finish ...
(then followed some detailed
suggestions) ... This may sound
melodramatic and overdrawn. If
so, I plead guilty. I'm writing
this at 10 a.m. on a Saturday
morning without a drink."
The rest of that melodrama is
history. It is very much like the
way the rest of Elmer Lower's
career in journalism reads. In
one way or another, he has been
part of many of the big news
stories of our time: from the civil
rights demonstrations of the late
50s and 1960s, to Chicago and
the Democratic National Convention of 1968, from attacks on
the press by the Nixon administration to other issues involving
freedom of the press. And by
listening to Lower, you would
probably learn quite a bit from
his experiences during those
events.
He has a knack for using the
anecdote. In a discussion of
government regulation of the
media and freedom of the press,
talk inevitably turns to the
pressures newsmen faced under

the Nixon administration. Some
called it mere harrassment.
Others called it attempts to
breach the Constitution. Specifically, they refer to the attacks
by then - Vice President Spiro
Agnew. Elmer Lower gets a
gleam in his eye, leans back in
his chair and chuckles, "That
Agnew speech in Des Moines-I
was the one that put him on the
air live that night. Have I told

vice president a national
audience.
"Not to have done so," Lower
explains, "would have played
right into Agnew's hands."
After the address Lower began
fighting back. He ordered a
content analysis survey of all
ABC newscasts and other
coverage of the Nixon Administration's first 10 months. The
survey showed there had been 12

you that one?"
The 1969 Des Moines speech
was an obvious thorn in the
sides of many television news
executives. Agnew had charged
that a handful of prejudiced
men in New York decide in
conspiracy every night what will
be put on the news for 50 million
American viewers to see. That
November afternoon, Lower
had gotten the text of the Agnew
address and decided to have his
affiliate in Ames, Iowa cover the
event live. Lower, in essence,
was responsible for preempting
prime time television to give the

hours, 39 minutes of news that
could be considered " pleasing"
to the Nixon administration; 10
hours, 18 minutes of "displeasing" news; and eight hours, 18
minutes of news that could be
considered "neutral." It was a
timely survey that came when
much of the nation's sentiment
was running against network
news.
"After Agnew's speech,"
Lower says, "we got 40,000
letters and they ran nine to one
against us. That's a real uphill
struggle."
But it was that survey that

came to the network's defense
and helped pull them out of a
difficult time.
There have been other problems in television news that,
Lower says, has kept it from
being "picture perfect." He uses
another anecdote to make his
point. This one deals with the
Presidential debates of 1976-a
big media event because it had
not been done since 1960. ABC

The end of that first debate
between President Ford and
Jimmy Carter became a cliff
hanger for 100 million television viewers. Audio was finally
restored, 28 minutes later, after
an electronic malfunction had
been bypassed.
"If anyone had told me there'd
be 28 seconds of dead air, I'd
have swooned," Lower exclaims. "But 28 minutes!!?"

Lower, in essence, was responsible for preempting prime time
television to give the vice-president a national audience.
"Not to have done so," Lower explains, ''would have played right
into Agnew's hands."
was handling the network
"pool" that night. It meant that
the network's engineers were
responsible for getting the
program material to the other
networks. As an ABC executive
(he had been promoted to
corporate vice president by this
time), Lower was in the control
room in San Francisco.
"I was in the booth and we
were about to wrap up the
telecast. Just as we got near the
end, with eight minutes left in
the televised debate, something
went wrong. Dead air. All the
audio for the debate waslost."

He went on to explain that the
problem had been in a capacitor,
an electronic component no
bigger than your little finger. Its
failure had caused a gaffe the
whole world had witnessed and
ABC had been responsible for it.
Aside from the technical
difficulties beyond their control,
there are other things Lower
says television news needs to
improve on. The development
of an hour of network news
every night was one thing he
tried to initiate at ABC, but for
financial reasons, it has never
come about. Lower says the need

comes from the "tremendous
responsibility" television news
has to report the day's events to
millions of viewers. He refers to
a Roper survey that shows 65
percent of Americans consider
TV news their prime source on
national news and world affairs;
50 percent say it is their only
source; and 51 percent say it is
their most credible source.
"If those figures are correct,"
Lower says, "and I believe they
are, then we (broadcasters) have
an obligation and I think its
time we did it."
On its obligation and "tremendous responsibility," Lower
says television news cannot
adequately convey the day's
events in a 30-minute news
format. And he is quick to
remind you that it is not really a
full 30 minutes of news that the
networks present nightly.
"There are actually only
about 22 and a half minutes of
news time devoted to the 30minute broadcast," he explains.
"That includes, at the most,
seven to nine film stories and 10
to 14 'tell' stories. You can't
physically do more than that."
And after that criticism of the
time limitation, Lower emphasizes his point:
"The obligation is there, and
it's time broadcasting grew up
and met that obligation.
Besides, broadcasters are licensed to operate in the public
interest, and I think this is in the
public interest."
Lower feels strongly about
this issue, because he considers it
one big item of "unfinished
business" that remained after
his retirement. But it is probably

the only one.
Elmer Lower's career in
teleYision news is marked by a
number of successful innovations. His progress with the
networks' election tabulation
systems is one. All three major
news networks are still using
parts of the system he devised.
Lower has also been instrumental in fighting for reporters'
rights to protect their sources.
By January 1973, four newsmen
had gone to jail for refusing to
divulge confidential information to grand juries and the
courts. Reporters' rights to
protect their sources and the free
flow of information had already
become a big issue. Lower and
CBS News president Frank
Stanton joined in calling for
federal legislation to protect
reporters and sources. It was a
subject that was not new to
Lower. Earlier he had been
involved in fighting what he
called "dragnet subpoenas,"
considered lu be threats to a
reporter's ability to gather news
and regarded as obstructions to
reporters credibility with news
sources. These subpoenas were,
he said, "a serious threat to
American journalism that tends
to make newsmen agents of the
government.''
On other issues of freedom of
the press, Lower was just as
forceful. He was instrumental in
starting the discussion of news
coverage of Congressional
sessions-not just the special
events, but every session. That
will come about in the near
future, but it has been a long
time in the works. Still, the
outcome IS something of a

disappointment to Lower.
"We wanted a 'pool' setup,
like anything else would be
covered. Instead, the House is
going to have their own people
do the taping, with their own
employees, who will be responsible to Tip O'Neill and his
committee, but we lost and now
there's not much we can do
about that. It's true we will get to
edit the tapes . . and I suppose

Search Warrant Decision

AHack on the
First Amendment?
Now that he has retired, Elmer Lower
may be missing out on one of the
biggest freedom of the press controversies in recent history.
In May, 1978, the United States
Supreme court ruled that police only
need a warrant, not a subpoena, to
search a newsroom for photographs,
reporters' notes or other material that
might be used as evidence in a criminal
case. That ruling was qualified by the
justices who said this may be done even
though there is no indication anyone in
the newsroom is believed guilty of
wrongdoing.
When Elmer Lower heard about the
ruling, he was preparing for class at
Brigham Young University.
"I felt like going to class with a black
arm band on my sleeve-feeling that the

that's better than not getting any
coverage at all. But I still feel
that any legislative body should
not be in charge of covering its
own activities. There is no
objectivity m that kind of
setup."
For his activities in the area of
protecting the First Amendment, Lower was applauded by
the Radio and Television News

Directors Association (RTNDA). The group issued this
resolution upon receiving
Lower's retirement announcement:
"Whereas he has been one
of the most staunch defenders
of the First Amendment's free
press guarantees, and
"Whereas he has also been
one of the leaders in the struggle to gain unimpeded access

First Amendment was dead. I think the
court is completely wrong about this
and I think it's a danger not just to
journalism, but primarily to the
American people. They're the ones who
will suffer."
Members of the press talked about
"open season" on reporters and
journalists and "fishing expeditions"
by police and possibly state attorneys
general in newsrooms all across the
country. And it made Elmer Lower
reflect back on the years when Richard
Nixon was president.
"I know when we had to deal with
John Mitchell, when he was attorney
general, he was a very tough cop. He
went around trying to prove conspiracies by finding in newspaper files and
radio and TV stations' libraries, photos
and audio tapes or film which he
intended to use to prove that people in
widely scattered positions, who perhaps
didn't even know each other, were

continued on page 32

for broadcast journalists to
news sources and news stories,
"Therefore, be it resolved
that the RTNDA on the occasion of his retirement says,
'Elmer . W. Lower - Well
Done.'"
In the classroom, Elmer
Lower 1s something of a
celebrity. It may be, partly,
because of his successes in the

areas of journalism and broadcasting. And it may be, partly,
because of his association with a
big TV network. But he is also
popular because he can tell
students the "inside story"
about what goes on-the things
an average daily television news
viewer would not see. In one of
his first class sessions at JMU,
Lower gave students something
of a "scoop." His anecdote

involved the two top air
personalities on ABC's Evening
News-Barbara Walters and
Harry Reasoner. Lower had set
up the scenario with an
explanation of how and why
Barbara Walters got the job and
the "fat contract" at ABC.
"The main idea," Lower
explained, "was to team Harry
Reasoner with a woman co-

anchor. It was a move calculated
in the upper heirarchy of ABC,
but it hasn't paid off."
Lower says the rationale of the
hiring of Walters was to try and
get the ratings up.
"It worked for a while, but
now they're back down-lower
than where they were when we
hired her."
Then came the scoop. Lower
predicted that Walters would be

"phased out" of the studio and
given more "outside" assignments as her contribution to the
Evening News. The story raised
a few eyebrows in the classroom
that day, but nobody rushed out
to stop the presses so a bulletin
could be inserted in The Breeze.
In fact, it did not even get
mentioned in later editionsnot until about two weeks later.

Then the real significance of
Lower's prediction came out. At
that time, ABC News President
Roone Arledge disclosed that he
was changing the format of his
nightly news program. The new
format will include three "minianchors", none of which will be
Barbara Walters-or Harry
Reasoner, either, for that matter.
(Lower had also explained that
Reasoner is trying to get out of
his contract with ABC so he can
return to CBS.) At the time of the
announcement, it made the wire
services and newspapers all over
the country. JMU students had
been on the receiving end of a
timely inside story on a
significant development two
weeks before it became official.
With all his knowledge of the
business, his achievements and
experience, it is easy to see that
Elmer Lower has had a full, rich
life in 44 years as a newsman. It
would be hard to top a career
like that. And you would think
the man would take off and go
fishing just as soon as he retired.
Not Elmer Lower. He is topping
off his first career with a
second-a career that will offer
him ne\V challenges and even a
chance to repay some "debts."
He says teaching will give him
an opportunity to pay back
some of the people who have
helped him along the way. He
adds: "It's been a lot of fun and I
wouldn't have missed a single
day of it·. Now I'm going to work
on journalism's next generation.''
o
Bruce Whiteaker, former anchorman for KOSA-TV in Odessa,
Texas, is now coordinator of radio
and television news sen•ices at
james Madison UniPersity.
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The Creator

of a
Child's Garden

Eleanor Karpe's classroom
has been described
as a "quiet, intimate,
Enthusiastic is probably the word
whispery place
If a hug, a kiss or a pat on the
that best describes James Madison
head are behavior modification,
and a noisy, bubbly, then Karpe was doing it long before
University alumna Eleanor Karpe
('43), kindergarten teacher at
it became popular. Naturally
giggly place."
Luxmanor Elementary in Montaffectionate, warm and outgoing,

gomery County, Md. Her principal,
Reed Snyder, used a lot more
words-all laudatory-when he
nominated her for county "Teacher
of the Year."
"Her energy and enthusiasm
know no bounds," Snyder said.
"She goes above and beyond in
everything she does. She has a
special knack of being able to mix
fun with learning. Her radiance
rubs off on others." He went on to
praise her intelligence, creative
talents , organizational skills,
ability to communicate, innovation
and diversity in teaching. "She
believes a man's reach should
exceed his grasp," Snyder concluded. "She believes learning is by
doing and participating. She helps
children do their own thinking; to
think things through logically and
to build on what they already know.
She teaches children to think
critically and to appreciate each
other and all people. She loves
children like crazy."
She tells them so, too. When the
children come to school in the
morning, Mrs. Karpe finds a way to
greet each one individually. And
when they leave (and they never
want to leave) she always says,
"Remember, I love you like crazy."

By Barbara Ondrasik
Barbara Ondrasik is editor of the
Montgomery
County
Public
Schools "Bulletin," where this
article first appeared.

she believes children need lots of
positive reinforcement. They get it
in her classroom. It is a veritable
"child's garden" (she believes in the
literal translation of the German
word "kindergarten") of things to
do, see, hear, feel and experience.
Her classroom has been described as
a "quiet, intimate, whispery place
and a noisy, bubbly, giggly place."
But it also becomes a laboratory,
factory, shipyard, bakery, circus big
top, ice cream parlor-whatever,
wherever and whenever imagination can take children and a
creative teacher.
It is full of "things" -a giant rag
dinosaur for children to climb on,
constructed around a step ladder; a
huge papier-mikhe whale fashioned around a barrel that children can
crawl in and on; a teepee built
around a carpeted platform where
children can get away to read or
listen to tapes.
"She is remarkable," said a pupil
personnel worker who came to
observe Karpe's classroom and to
bring her grandchild for a morning
visit. "She turns everything into a
learning experience."
Whether it's the wind and snow
outside, a visitor's leather boots or
the emblem on his hat or a
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Kindergarten
continued
photographer's camera, Karpe
finds a way to turn it into learning
for the children. ''I see a bird on that
uniform," Karpe said when one of
the school's building service
workers wore his Naval Reserve
uniform for her class. The children
soon found the eagle on his sleeve.
The custodian loves to share his
special interests with the children,
and promises that next year he'll
blow the bo'sun's pipe.
Even a PA announcement about
delayed attendance vouchers because the "pony is late," becomes a
lesson when one child asks in
wonder, "Is a pony really coming to
this school?" Karpe takes them
across the hall to show them the
office mailboxes and the bag the
mail comes in. When the "pony"
finally comes, she takes them
outside to show that it's a yellow
truck, not an animal with four legs.
She invites the driver to come in and
talk to the class a few minutes about
his job. He tells the children he
delivers mail-even when it's
snowing-to 43 schools." How do
you suppose he can make it so fast
to 43 schools?" Mrs. Karpe asks the
children. "Because he's got wheels!"
one child exclaims. And so a lesson
on communication turns into
learning about transportation and
how wheels are faster than legs.
"I believe in taking advantage of
the teachable moments," Karpe
says. "We don't just teach science or
social studies or math," she adds.
"Everything connects; everything
must tie together."
A teacher who "hears a different
drummer" and refuses to be a
conformist, Eleanor Karpe believes
strongly in individualized instruc-

tion and the language experience
approach to reading. She won'tever
teach from one page in one book to
a whole group.
She uses every resource available
and is a great believer in
exchanging good ideas. She meets
every month with the kindergarten
teachers (who meet VOLUNTARILY) and was an advocate of

learning centers and team teaching
long before they were in vogue. She
also believes in and practices
community involvement. Not only
does she make her parents "be five
years old" when they come to her
class on "Back to School Night," so
"they will know what's going to
happen to their children this year,"
she also uses their talents an<l
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expertise to enrich their children's
learning. She invites every parentsometimes grandparents-to come
to class and tell the children about
their careers.
"But what can I tell them?" asked
one father who was a liquor
distributor. "You'll think of a way
to present it," Karpe replied with
confidence.
He did. He talked about ' the
different sizes and shapes of
containers for wine and spirits. He
showed every size from miniature to
magnum and shared a collection of
fancy decanters which "some
people collect like baseball cards."
He also told how grapes are grown
and made into wine and how wine
is used in different cultures to
celebrate or for religious ceremonIes.

Karpe has faith that things tend
to work out for the best and always
believes that "tomorrow is going to
be better than today." Things have
not always been terrific. She was
surplussed from one school where
she taught for 16 years when
enrollment dropped, and is on a
half time schedule this year because
Luxmanor lost enrollment. She
took a 40 percent pay cut, but still
stays until 4 most afternoons.
She looks forward to retirement
in several years when she and her
husband of 35 years can travel and
see parts of the world "my students
have seen and I haven't." She also
wants to take a course in auto
mechanics.
A night owl who hates to get up
in the morning, Karpe nevertheless
looks forward to school each day,
because she loves what she's doing
and is so grateful to be teaching in a
county "where these things are
allowed to happen for children."
"Ever since I was a little girl I
wanted to be a kindergarten
teacher," Karpe said, "Isn't it nice
to have your dreams come true?"[J

JMU Alumni Succeed in Pro Sports
continued from page II
''There were four other infielders
on the team who played third so I
was moved to first," Barbe said.
''I'm playing every day and that's
important."
The Arlington, Va., native is
hoping for the same steady
progression that Sample has had.
"I won't come back to A ball,"
Barbe says. "I have to continue to
move up. Money-wise, you just
have to."
Barbe feels the key to his moving
up is his hitting.
"I've got to hit," he said. ''I'm
trying to find the groove."
After 17 games, Barbe was
hitting .255 with three home runs
and 16 RBI's. He had, however,
really found the groove for one
game. In that game he set a
Carolinas League record with lO
RBI's. He had a grand slam homer,
a three-run homer, a two-run
single and a run-scoring double.
Todd Winterfeldt, like Barbe, is
playing Class A baseball. Winterfeldt, a native of Seaford, N.Y.,
signed with the Chicago Cubs last
summer after his junior year at
JMU and was sent to the Cubs'
minor league team at Pompano
Beach, Fla., this spring.
Winterfeldt admitted that at this
point, professional baseball at the
minor league level was not all that
he thought it would be.
"It's not really what I expected,"
Winterfeldt said. "At this level you
don't make much money so there's
not much you can do. Obviously
the good thing is that you play ball
every night."
Winterfeldt was the JMU centerfielder and an exceptional one for
three seasons. Like Barbe, however,
he is now playing a new position.
Winterfeldt is playing third base at
Pompano Beach.
"I don't mind playing third, but
I'd rather be in the outfield," he
says. "I know I'd be more

comfortable in the outfield. Third
base is new to me and I think it has
affected my hitting to a certain
extent, but I'll play wherever they
want me to play."
Winterfeldt, who had a career
batting average of .371 at JMU and
was a third team College Division
All-America selection in 1976, was
batting .295 with one home run
and six RBI's through 24 games.
Bud Goodwin, the Pompano
Beach general manager, was very
pleased with Winterfeldt's progress.
"He's doing a bang-up job and
we're delighted to have him,"
Goodwin said. "I just hope we can
keep him the whole season."
Winterfeldt hopes otherwise. He
would like to move up to the Cubs'
AA team at Midland, Tex.
"The Cubs don't move players
that often, so it looks like I'll be
here at least until the major league
draft later this summer," Wimerfeldt said. "A lot depends on how
the Midland team is doing. After
the draft I expect the Cubs will
evaluate some players and move
some around. If I'm doing well, I
hope to move up then."
''I'm starting to hit the ball
better now. My goal is to hit at least
.320. I'd like to move up to the
majors in two full years, but I feel I
have to hit at least .320 to do that."
Winterfeldt feels that playing at
JMU was a good experience for
him.
''I'm glad I played at JMU and
came to professional baseball out
of college rather than out of high
school," he said. "It was a good
experience for me. Now I just play
the game the best I can every day."
Mike LaCasse of Fairfax, Va., is
the fourth former JMU player now
playing professional baseball. He
is in the Baltimore Orioles
organization and is playing Class
A ball at Bluefield, W. Va., this

summer.
There is another former JMU
athlete who is almost a professional.
Bob Ryder, a two-time AllAmerica archer who won the U.S.
Intercollegiate Individual Archery
Championship in 1973, came very
close to turning professional this
spring. He decided against it,
however, and opted instead for
another year of amateur competition.
There is a good possibility that
Ryder will turn pro next spring. If
he does, it will most likely be from
a promotional standpoint rather
than a competitive one. He would
travel around the country promoting archery and the archery
equipment of a particular company.
There are other JMU athletes
who may very well give professional athletics a try. JMU football
All-America Woody Bergeria will
paruopate in some National
Football League tryout camps in
the near future and JMU basketball
All-America Sherman Dillard
would like to give professional
basketball a shot either in this
country or in Europe. There are
also several more members of the
JMU baseball team who have a
good chance of being drafted by a
professional team.
"It's nice to be playing with
people that you have watched play
on TV," Billy Sample said when
discussing the Tucson team h~ is
now playing for.
In the near future, we may be
watching Sample, Mayer and other
former JMU athletes on our own
television screens.
o

Rich Murray is the director of
public and sports information at
james Madison University.
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1920
• Deleie Hill Buckley and her
husband celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary in October 1977.
• Marguerite Whitney Hudson is
living in Stockton, Calif.

1925
• Emma Webber is a reading
specialist in the Roanoke, Va., area. She
recently started a chapter of the
International Reading Association in
Roanoke. The Chapter is the largest
IRA chapter in the world, with more
than 1,000 members.

1926
•

Josephine Harrison Justis and her

Library Addition

husband John will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on
September 5, 1978.

1928
• Mabel Sandridge is retired and
living in Sun City, Arizona. She worked
for Dupont in Waynesboro, Va., prior
to her retirement.

Edward Cigar Factory. She lives in
Jacksonville, Fla.
• Louise Watkins Loper retired in
June after teaching fourth grade for 14
years. She lives in Sun City, Arizona.

1934
• Helen Witt Steele has retired from
tPaching school and lives on a farm in
Pounding Mill, Va.

1932

1935

• Verona Elliott is retired and living
in Norfolk, Va.

• Mollie Heizer Ramsey, guidance
coordinator at Riverheads High
School, has been named "chapter
member of the year" by the Central
Valley Branch of the Virginia
Personnel and Guidance Association.
• Emily Pittman is retired and living
in Norfolk, Va.

1933
• Mrs. Frank Manke Pronesti has
retired after working 32 years in the
personnel department of the King

Phil Frank

continued from page 4
for James Madison are:
-$50,000 for construction of 12
tennis courts on the east side of
Interstate 81.
-$208,845 to modify some older
buildings on campus to conserve
energy.
-$315,385 for a central control
system to monitor and regulate
energy consumption.
-$227,450 to develop a heatreclaim system for Miller Hall,
Godwin Hall, Gibbons Hall and
the Warren Campus Center.
-$54,000 to develop seating
facilities at JMU's baseball field,
the J. Ward Long Memorial Field.
-$215,000 to develop additional
parking for students.
-$87,000 for a new roof at the
Anthony-Seeger Campus School.
Also, additional funds for
modifying campus buildings for
the handicapped will be allocated
later directly from the governor's
office.
0
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1929

1942

1950

• Elsie Hudgins Isaacs is retired and
living in Norfolk, Va.

• Margaret L. Moore is a professor of
physical therapy at the University of
North Carolina and resides at Chapel
Hill. She writes that a year has passed
since the class of 1942 celebrated its
thirty-fifth reunion at JMU.

• Audrey Hawkins Rosenberger
received her private pilot's license on
December 30, 1977.

1930
• Carrie L. Dickerson traveled
throughout the world on a cruise on the
S.S. Rotterdam last year. The trip was
her seventh cruise.

1931
• Margaret Bottom VonPippin
recently visited Ireland and Scandinavia.
• Sue Wire Hickman has retired from
teaching and is living in Lovettsville,
Va.

1936
• Frances Grove, an assistant professor
emeritus of art at JMU, was honored
recently by having this year's award to
an outstanding art student given in her
name at Honors Day.

1938
• Helen Hotch Kishter has been made
a fellow in the Speech and Hearing
Association of Virginia. She recently
retired and is living in Virginia Beach,
Va.

1940
• Alice Ingram Butler recently retired
after 31 years of teaching school.
• Ruth Jobe Givens has retired after
31 years of teaching school. She lives in
Newport News, Va.

1941
• Rita Fitzmaurice has retired and is
spending her time traveling throughout the world. She recently visited the
Middle East and Puerto Rico and plans
to visit London in the near future.

1944
• Anne Gemmell Callis opened her
own gift shop, The Sign of the Robin,
in Roanoke, Va., in 1977. She was also
elected Woman of the Year by the Star
City chapter of the American Business
Women's Association.

1946
• Ethel Showalter Strite and her
husband Lewis visited Australia earlier
this year.

1947
• Jean Keck Anderson has been
promoted to operations officer by
North Carolina Bank in Charlotte,
N.C.

1948
• Rose Pace Ratts was recently made
principal of Fern Creek Elementary
School in Orlando, Fla. Her daughter,
Dr. Martha Ross, is a member of the
JMU elementary education department.
• Jane Staples Colbert's son Lee and
his wife Alice both graduated from
JMU in May.

1949
• Josie Gammom has retired from
teaching and is living in Chesapeake,
Va.
• Anna Johnston Hodges donated a
Bicentennial bell to Natural Bridge
High School, in honor of the county's
Bicentennial anniversary.
• Edley Rosazza Updike's daughter
graduated from JMU in May.

1951
• Betty Grossman Heazel and her
husband M.V. took a group of Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts to London in
June.

1952
• Joanne Thrasher Stern is spending
a year in Spain.
• Charles E. Wynes has co-authored a
book entitled A History of Georgia. He
visited the Oval Office at the White
House to present President Carter with
a copy of the book.
He has also authored an article on a
Harrisonburg soldier in the Civil War.
He is presently professor of history at
the University of Georgia.

1954
• Allie E. "Pete" Corbin has retired
from teaching in Maryland. She will be
moving to Easton, Md.
• Mary Cummins Herndon's daughter Beverly graduated from JMU in
1977.

1955
• Virginia Wiltshire Logan recently
opened a picture framing business, The
Frame House, in Harrisonburg, Va.
• Ernestine Wright Middleton is
serving on the board of directors for the
Girl's Club of Tidewater and the
United Way Family Center. She lives in
Virginia Beach. Va.

1957
• Anna Hollowell Bangley recently
exhibited her first one-woman art show.
She now lives in Lynchburg, Va.
• Virginia Wilson Biggs received her
master's degree in special education-
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learning disabilities from Georgia State
University in December 1977.

daughter Rosemary graduated from
JMU in May.

1958

1961

• Peggy Ann Daugherty Smith is
living in Sao Paulo, Brazil, with her
husband Roy and 10-year old daughter
Cathryn. She recently received her
master's degree in education, guidance
and counseling from the University of
Toledo (Ohio) with academic honors.
• Grace Manly Machanic is a freelance writer and artist in Alexandria
Va. A book she wrote titled City oj
Washington has been published by
Knopf. She recently returned from a
two-week Windjammer cruise in the
Carribean.

• Loretta Layne Hatcher is president
of the Piedmont Reading Council and
recently attended the International
Reading Association convention in
Houston, Texas.

1959
• Kay Alderman King is working as
an elementary school librarian in
Dekald County, Ga. She received a
master's degree in library media from
Georgia State University last summer.
• Beverly Bidwell Schultz is a freelance photographer in the Richmond,
Va., area. She specializes in children's
portraits.
• Carol Campbell Ard is teaching
home economics and living in Chipley,
Fla. She received her master's degree in
guidance and counseling.
• Peggy Frith Wade recently had a
book of children 's stories, "Stories by
Starlight," published by the Carlton
Press. She lives in Roanoke with her
husband and two children.
• Beverly McGinnis Lowe, director of
school food services in Hampton, Va.,
has been named "Food Service
Operator of the Year" for elementary
and secondary schools. The award is
given annually by the International
Foodservice Manufacturers Association.

1960
• Sabra Peil is a librarian in Fairfax
County, Va. She received a master's
degree in library science from Catholic
University.
• Margaret Reimer Pennington's

1963
• Elizabeth Carter Cooper is returning to East Tennessee State University
to receive a degree.
• Betty Coghill Somloi has received a
master's degree from Kutztown (Pa.)
College.
• Dr. George Yungman is supervisor
of the counseling and rehabilitation
services of the Veterans Administration
Regional Office serving the state of
Kentucky.

1964
• Claudia F. Bailey has been
promoted to associate professor of
zoology at the University of Arkansas.
She is continuing her research in
neurocytology at the university.
• Carol Coffman Steele is one of two
persons named "Teacher of the Year"
by the Virginia State Reading Association. She attended the International
Reading Association convention in
Houston in May, where she spoke on
positive self-concepts.
• Janet Massey Gilmere is an
instructor at Fairmont (W.Va.) College.
She received a master's degree in voice
performance from West Virginia
University.
• Mary Varner Staggs received a
master's degree in education from VPI
&

su.

• Judith Wright studied in Italy for
eight weeks last summer on a Fulbright
Scholarship.

1965
• Patsy Baker Holbrook has become a
principal in the newly-formed casualty
insurance agency, InsGarde, Inc., in

Collinsville, Va. She received her
master's degree in vocational-technical
education from VPI & SU in 1977 and
previously taught distributive education in Danville, Va., for 11 years.
• Joyce Ryan Morrison is assistant
director of public information for the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commisswn.

1966
• Mary Elliott Wright is teaching first
grade in the Lynchburg, Va., area. She
has received her master's degree in
reading.
• Margaret Gelder Wesp is returning
to teaching and is setting up a
kindergarten program in a rural county
near Upatoi, Ga.
• Sara Michael Caton is completing
work on a master's degree in reading at
Old Dominion University.

1967
• Elizabeth Ferris Suter runs a tax
service in the Bridgewater, Va., area.
• Martha Gochenour Piazza is
teaching Spanish and German in
Fairfax County, Va. She is starting a
German-American exchange program
between Fairfax County and Cologne,
Germany.
• Barry S. Hensley received the
Harrisonburg Jaycees' outstanding
young man award in Januarv.
Hensley is director of psychological
and special education services for the
Harrisonburg City School Svstem.
• Donald Wean received his master's
degree in education from J:\ll'.

1968
• Billie Dunford-Jackson has started
law school at the University of Yirginia.
• Mary Hickman Rhodes was
nominated by the Reisterstown (:\I d.)
Jayceettes to receive an award gin•n by·
the Maryland Jaycees to fi,·e outstanding young i\larylanders. She does
volunteer work with delinquent girls at
Montrose State School.
• Suzanne Oest Ebbert is a real estate
agent in the Fredericksburg. \ 'a .. area .
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1969
• Wavne A. Brown recei\"ed an
accouming certificate from JMU m
19ii.
• Sherrv Marie Ellis Passeri has
started her own photography studio,
Passeri Photographies, in East Hebron,
:\'ew Hampshire. She is a photographer-reporter for the "Bristol Enterprise" in Bristol, N.H.
• Faith Gibbs Vogl recei\"ed a
master's degree in education from the
l'ni,·ersity of Virginia. She lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.

1970
• Barbara Clegg Priest is working for
the \'irginia Institute of Marine Science
at Gloucester Point.
• Barbara Eastep Kincaid received a
master's degree from the University of
:\'orth Carolina.
• Jacqueline Martin Pierce received a
master's degree from the University of
L'tah.
• Sharon Whittle Crockett has
received a master's degree in library
science at Catholic University.

1971
• Judith Andersen recently received a
master's degree and is teaching in
Fairfax County, Va.
• Pauline Archibald Reeves is
assistant chief in the laboratory of
Portsmouth (Va.) Hospital.
• Myra Elmore received her doctorate
from Ohio State. She is teaching in the
public school system in Columbus,
Ohio.
• Larry A. Mullin was named
Outstanding Young Educator by the
Wi nchester-Frederick County, Va.,
Jaycees. He teaches American history at
James Wood High School where he is
head of the social studies department.

1972
• Deborah Fairfield Heatwole has
completed work on a master's degree at
Old Dominion University.

• LouAnn Fox Cave has been
promoted to information officer of the
State Soil and Conservation Commission in Richmond.
• Danny Hollon has been promoted
to captain in the U.S. Air Force. An FIll aircraft weapons systems officer, he
is assigned at Lakenheath RAF Station,
England.
• Charles Korman received his Ph.D.
in physics from the University of
Virginia this year.

1972
• John P. Mueller was named the
outstanding young man of the year by
the Broadway-Timberville (Va.) Jaycees for his work in the community. He
designed the sets and lighting for
Broadway High School production of
"Oliver" last fall. He is operations
manager at WBTX radio in Broadway.
• Carolyn Reiss McKeeman received
her master's degree in education from
New York University in May.
She teaches home economics at
Murphy Junior High School in Stony
Brook, N.Y.

1973
• Gail B. Cunningham is teaching
kindergarten at Keister Elementary
School in Harrisonburg. She received a
master's degree in early childhood
education from JMU last year.
• Brenda Belvin Guinn received a
master's degree in special education
from JMU in May.
• Don Rittman has been appointed
assistant vice president of Connecticut
Underwriters, Inc.

1974
• Cheryl Adams Harman is teaching
vocational education for special
education students in Westmoreland
County, Va.
• Steven E. Arritt is an accountant
with Philip Morris, U .S.A., m
Richmond, Va.
• Edgar Ausberry is a computer
analyst with Sperry-Univac in Richmond, Va.

• Rebecca Bailey Marcus will
graduate from Eastern Virginia
Medical School in August. She will
complete her residency in Norfolk, Va.
• Penny Brown is working on her
master's degree in speech pathology at
JMU. She previously worked for three
years in a school district and nursing
home in Media, Pa.
• Richard Harman is teaching earth
science in Westmoreland County, Va.
• Christopher Hoffman is teaching in
Fairfax County, Va. He is a radio show
host on WEEL and was the producer,
writer and host of the public television
series "Take Five. "
He received his master's degree in
education from JMU in 1977 and is now
working on his doctorate at the
University of Virginia.
• Michael Rider has been elected to
the board of directors of the Word
Processers Association of Richmond.
• Gary Tucci has joined the Project
HOPE medical education staff in
Cartagena, Columbia, as an administrative assistant.
• William B. Twine is a insurance
agent for Mutual Security Life in
Norfolk, Va. He recently participated in
a special seminar on advanced life
insurance marketing at the company's
home office in Fort Wayne, Ind.

1975
• Cathlynn Bisset is one of four
interns in the Directorate of Budget in
the U .S. Air Force. She is a budget
analyst in the budget management
division of the fiscal analysis office.
• David Callahan recently graduated
from the University of Baltimore Law
School. He works for a law firm in
Frederick, Md.
• Dawne Lea Dick Singer is teaching
at Yokohama Pre-School in Japan
where her husband Andrew is stationed.
• Carol Dovel is working in the social
work department in the University of
Virginia Hospital.
• Andy Fields is a member of the
finance department faculty at VPI &
SU. He is completing work on his
Ph.D. He and his wife, the former
Sandy Morgan ('76), live in Blacksburg,
Va.
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Obituaries
1908 Mrs. James Hulvey Acker
1913 Anna Hendricks
1916 Annie Douglas Ewell, on September 30, 1977
1925 Nancy Roane Walker, on February 21, 1978
1927 Mrs. George Trimble Wilson, on October 8, 1976
1929 Virginia P. Austin Coon, on February 6, 1977
1940 Jean Mish, on December 25, 1975
1944 Mrs. H. Marable Stinson
1958 Frances Schottroffe Ferguson
1963 Louise Cave Sedwick
1966 Patricia Baker Case
1977 Bruce Alexandre Bland, on June 20, 1977

Weddings
Grace K. Pitts ('44), to Paul A. Shackleford, on February 25, 1978
Andrew Lewis Shifflett ('67), to Linda Elaine Moles, on December 23, 1977.
Mari V. Andrew ('72), to Lowry Lee McDaniel, on August 6, 1977.
Carolyn Reiss ('72), to Alan McKeeman, on June 24, 1978.
Cynthia K. Clark ('73), to James D. Reid, on December 31, 1977.
Mary]. Chaplin ('74), to David Chain, on August 20, 1977.
Patricia Page ('74), to Jim Peeples, on April 15, 1978.
Carolyn Sue Shier ('74), to Kenneth R. Beard Jr., on January 21, 1978.
Mary Smith ('74), to Ben Wright, in June 1977.
Dawne Lea Dick ('75), to Andrew M. Singer, on December 31, 1977.
Martha Diggs ('76), to John Banks III, on·April 8, 1978.
Carol Fitzgerald Gravely ('76), to Everette Franklin Driver Jr., on January 7, 1978.
Gail G. Morris ('76), to John Harvey Young, on June 18, 1977.
Catherine E. Nolan ('76), to Ens. John S. Boulden, on December 4, 1976.
Robin Rich ('76), to Curtis Coates ('76), on March 18, 1978.
Margaret Sherrod ('76), to Neill Blue ('76), on March 18, 1978.
Garold Wilson Shull ('76), to Sherry Jean Meadows, on February 18, 1978.
E. Louise Shriver ('76), to John F. Moran III, on June 24, 1978
James Sinichko ('76), to Patricia Joy Glover ('78), on June 17, 1978.
Nancy Slater ('76), to Thomas Ludwick ('77), on February 4, 1978.
Judy Zurek ('76), to Russell Thorne, on February 19, 1977.
Kendra Baker Childress ('77), to Steven H. Byrd, on October 15, 1977.
Jill Denise Barron ('77), to Lou Alexander Painter, on April 22, 1978.
Susan Mcintire ('77), to C. Jeffrey Hughes, on July 9, 1977.
Julia Ann Money ('77), to Theodore R. Wright, on April 3, 1977.
Pamela Pereira ('77), to Brian E. Hebert, on July 23, 1977.
Mary Susan Polk ('77), to Gary L. Helsley, on March 18, 1978.
Lynda]. Schmidt ('77), to David A. Pearce, on December 17, 1977.
Eileen Patricia Stapleton ('77), to Robert Joseph Keller Jr., on November 12, 1977.
Shirley Ann Thomas ('77), to Mark Stephen Driscoll, on March 25, 1978.
Susan Walenga ('77), to George Neczyporuk, on May H, 1978.
Martha Wroten ('77), to Daniel C. Cole, on August 20, 1977.
Roni Denise Hunt ('78), to John Michael Gray, on December 17, 1977.

• Tom Gee is a producer-director for
WKNO-TV in Memphis, Tenn. During
the 1977-78 season he produced and
directed telecasts of Memphis State
University basketball games, the
National Pro-Am Racquetball Tournament and the station's program
" Southern Style."
• Donald Holsinger is a realtor
associate in Harrisonburg, Va., He is
treasurer of Hose Company #4.
• Deborah Mount White is a legal
secretary in Arlington, Va.
• Gerald Seager is director of
accounting at Alexandria Hospital in
Alexandria, Va.
• Barbara Smith Fowlkes is working
for a community action program as a
food and nutrition outreach worker in
Minot, N.D.
• Michael K. Smith has been named
assistant sports editor of the Martinsville (Va.) Bulletin. He and his wife
Marsha and daughter Megan live in
Bassett, Va.

1976
• Robert Antinozzi is an assistant
planner in Essex County, New Jersey.
• John M. Parrick is working as an
engineer for the Cadillac Division of
General Motors in Detroit. He did
graduate work at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y.
• John J. Benda was recently
promoted to assistant program manager at Lynchburg Training School &:
Hospital. He received a master's degree
in clinical psychology from Eastern
Illinois University last year.
• Sandra Bourne is an administrative
accountant for Vepco in Richmond, Va.
• U.S. Air Force lst Lt. Stephen L.
Burke, graduated from navigator
training at Mather AFB, Calif.
He has been assigned to Homestead
AFB, Fla., for flying duty.
• Mary Ann Busser is working as a
public health educator at .the Atlantic
City Health Department in New Jersey.
She received her master's degree in
public health from the University of
Tennessee in 1977.
• Ken Dickson is working for the
Secret Service in Washington. D.C.

(LASS NOTES
• Karen Fletcher Holland ts a
pS\chological testing specialist at
Southampton Reception and Classification Center. She li\·es in Courtland.
\·a.

• James Foster is working at the
l.'niversitv of \'irginia Hospital "·hile
completing work on his master's degree
at the l.'ni,ersitv of \'irginia.
• Steven Gatzke recently spent three
months riding a bicycle from Buena
\'ista. \'a .. to Phoenix, .-\rizona.
• Karen Ka,· Graber is a data engineer
"·i th Dresser Industries in Houston,
Texas. Her job includes monitoring
various paramaters of oil wells.
• Jeffrev L. Lake received a master's
degree in rural sociology from North
Carolina State l'ni,·ersity in Nlay.
• Beverlv A. ~icholson Benda is an
adjunct professor of music at Lynchburg College. She recently received a
master's degree in music performance
from Eastern Illinois Cniversity.
• Charles Pruett ts director of
orchestras for the Fauquier County
(\'a.) Public School System and is a
member of the Fauquier String Quartet.
Pruett has sen·ed as principal cellist
with the :VIcLean Chamber Orchestra
for the past two years.
• Charles K. Rigney was r-xe ..!tly
appointed state probation and parole
officer for the Frankli:1 County,
\'a.,district.
• Patricia Scales is acting news
director at radio station WLEE in
Richmond, \'a.
• Jane C. Wesley-Cavalli will move to
Hawaii in July where she will begin
graduate work in library science. Since
graduation she has lived in Orlando,
Fla., \\'indsor and Groton, Conn., and
\'allejo, Calif.
She will live in Hawaii for two years
while her husband is an officer on a
nuclear electrical submarine.

1977
• Peter DeBiasi recently completed a
comprehensive course in technical
skills, customer relations and travel
planning held by Continental Airlines
in Los Angeles.

Births
A daughter, Harriet, to Gabriel and Janet Allen ('61) Chin, on February 14, 1978.
A son, Jonathan, to Kenneth and Sonya Sparks ('64) Morris, on July 5, 1977
A son, Charles Anthony, to Larry and Margaret Miska ('65) May, on May 13, 1977.
A daughter, Dawn Christine, adopted by Frederic and Constance Beall ('66) Sieg, in
June 1977.
A son, William Charles II, to Henry and Ruth Lackey ('66) Chamberlin, in the
summer of 1977.
A daughter, Stephanie Marie, adopted by John and Terry Lynch ('66) Harris.
A daughter, Ariana Erin, to Fred and Cheryl O'Hara ('G7) Lowenback, on March 30,
1978.
A daughter, Amy Elizabeth, tu Carol and Lois Tucker ('67) Bolling, on March 6, 1978.
A daughter, Mary Ashby, to Millmrn and Marie Harris ('68) Brown, on December 13,
1976.
A daughter, Laura Elizabeth, to Philip and Nancy Stevens ('68) Laroche, on October
8, 1977.
A daughter, Carolyn Loving, to Craig and Floy Bottoms ('69) Houser, on May 28,
1977.
Twins, to Thomas and Ellen Charnock ('69) Hess, on January 13, 1978.
A daughter, Kristin Lynn, to Joe and ElaineChoby ('69) Keller, on December 31, 1977.
A daughter, to Robert and Karen Cooke ('69) Jones, in December 1977.
A daughter, Kristin Ann, to Guy B. and Jody Dalrymple ('69) Stull, August 26, 1976.
A daughter, Emily Elizabeth, to Dr. Ronald and Mrs. Sherry Marie Ellis ('69) Passeri,
on September 29, 1976.
A daughter, to M.W. and Linda Evaul ('69) Murphy, on January 16, 1978.
A daughter, Rebekah Anne, to Stephen and Phyllis Fletcher ('69) Webb, in 1976.
A daughter, Heather, to Mrs. Jane Guldenzopf ('69) Hoover, orr June 4, 1977.
A daughter, Christine Elizabeth, to John and Elizabeth Harves ('69) Austen, on June
29, 1977.
A daughter, Wendy Ellen, to Ray and Judith Jacobs ('69) Gabler, on June 20, 1977.
A son, Benjamin Gibson, to E. and Joella Johnson ('69) Barbour, on December 23,
1978.
A daughter, to Alfred and Georganne Lehmann ('69) Johnson, on February 23, 1978.
A daughter, Anna Ruth to Timothy and Ruth Liljegren ('69) Casteen, on December
21, 1977.
A daughter, Kate, to Gary and Martha Maloney ('69) Mosley, in November 1977.
A son, Michael Thayer, toR. and Martha Miles ('69) Fearnow, on November 3, 1977.

Lower & Court
continued from page 20
engaged in some kind of conspiracy."
Lower adds that the mandate to
journalists is clear. He states emphatically, "We have to bring home to the
people, generally, what this really
means."
Lower also said one course of action
came from a former colleague, Ernie
Schultz (president of the Radio and
Television News Director's Association).
"He said if they come in his
newsroom, he's going to have a live
minicam ready to go right on the air

with their search operations. We need to
show the public exactly what kind of
action this is."
And Lower said he strongly agrees
with one of the best comments he has
heard on the issue, to date. That
statement came from Howard K. Smith
in his commentary on the ABC Evening
News, June 2nd.
Lower reconstructs the commentary:
"Smith compared this to the days in
1936 when the storm troopers of Nazi
Germany searched the United Press
office during one midnight shift. That
search was costly to the U.P. office. It
took them nearly a year to get back in
the business of covering the news
properly-after that search, all their
sources dried up."
0

(LASS NOTES
A daughter, Lee-Anne, to Gary ('71) and Annette Pruitt ('74) Beatty, on March 12,
1977.
A daughter, Paige Elizabeth, to David and Rebecca Elgin ('71) Kroner, in the fall of
1976.
A daughter, Megan Lynn, to Terry and Cynthia Fall ('71) Miloser, on April 5, 1977.
A son, Charles Jefferson, to Charles and Billie Hagy ('71) Campbell, on November I,
1977.
A son, Adam Russell, to William and Linda Parks ('71) Parker, on November 17, 1977.
A daughter, to Michael and Martha Pippin ('71) Lagiglia, on October 12, 1976.
A son, Matthew Alan, to Daniel and Patricia Powell ('71) Danzi, on March 16, i978.
A son, Neal Warren, to Benjamin and Lisa Wells ('71) Coiner, in 1976.
A girl, Abbey Redford, to Bob and Shirley Redford ('71) Zambrowski, on March 15,
1978.
A daughter, Daisy Erin, to Walter F. and Barbara Hall ('72) Parker, on October 10,
1977.
A daughter, to Danny ('72) and Catherine Readyhough ('72) Higdon, on January 15,
1978.
A son, Jeremy Michael, to Stephen and Judy Higgs ('72) Rhodes, on July 30, 1977.
A son, Michael Hubert, to Hubert and Annette Kretzschmar ('72) Kroh, on December
6, 1977.
A daughter, Elizabeth Vaughan, to J. and Margaret McConnell ('72) Lu.dlow, on May
22, 1977.
A son, Brian, to David and Nancy Rawley ('72) Whitt, on October 29, 1978.
A daughter, to Timothy and Jane Slater ('72) Sumner, on May 28, 1977.
A daughter, Heather Dawn, to Mrs. Bonnie Vaughan ('72) Manley, in the spring of
1977.
A daughter, Lucy, to Mrs. Diane Wood ('72) Wymer, in August 1976.
A daughter, Erin Lavon, to Gary ('73) and Ellen Morris ('73) Butler, in January 1978.
A daughter, Christy, to Michael and Janet Harvey ('73) Vestal, on July 5, 1977.
A daughter, Jennifer Ann, to Dennis ('72) and Deborah Larosa ('73) Smith, on June 9,
1977.
A son, James Michael, to George and Dorothy Strate ('73) Harper, on June 20, 1977.
A daughter, Julie, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Breeden ('74), in August 1976.
A daughter, Elizabeth Ann, to Charles and Ellis Walker ('73) Coon, on August 23,
1976.
A daughter, Amanda Leigh, to Vernon ('76) and Barbara Fagelson ('74) Eustace, in the
fall of 1977.
A boy, Michael Lucien, to Michael and Deborah Parent ('74) Powell, on March 12,
1978.
A daughter, Katherline Lee, toJamesandDellaSandridge('74) Taylor, on October 31,
1976.
A daughter, Katie, to Eric and Ellen Taylor ('74) Stream, in the summer of 1977.
A daughter, Sarah, to John and Laura Wiatt ('74) Beavers, on February 28, 1977.
A daughter, Alison DaN, to Donald ('75) and Deborah Coffey, on October 25, 1977.
A son, Phillip Charles, to Phillip and Susan Lancaster ('75) Lemons, on March 16,
1978.
A son, William Jeremy, to Bill and Melissa Thomas ('75) Downs, in January 1978.
A son, Andrew Lee, to Roy and Grace VanDavier ('75) Culbertson, on March 7, 1978.
A daughter, Asheley Marie, to Rod and Donna Wintermyre ('75) Bodkin, on April28,
1978.
A son, Timothy Ryan, to Mrs. Mary Armour ('76) Sowler, on August 7, 1977.
A daughter, Jennette Michele, to Gary K. and Peggy A. Rauser ('76) Kollmann, on
December 25, 1977.
A daughter, Dawn, to Donald ('76) and Joan Stoller, in the fall of 1977.
A son, to Billy and Deborah Tate ('76) Pittman, on October 3, 1977.

• William C. Hueter is music director
for WHRS-FM in Palm Beach County,
Fla.
• Page Hutchinson has joined the
Peace Corps and is teaching junior high
school students in Sigatoka, Fiji, in the
south Pacific.
• Leslie Fink is doing cancer research
at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison.
• Susan Mcintire Hughes is an
accountant with Elmer Fox, Westheimer and Co. in Denver, Col.
• Gary L. Norman is working for
radio station WLBC in Muncie, Ind.
• Second Lt. Michael P. Rendon has
graduated from The Basic School of the
U.S. Marine Corps in Quantico, Va.
• Tom H. White is an independent
insurance agent in northern Virginia.
• Martha Wroten Cole is a production manager for Liner and Boyles
Association, an insurance company in
West Monroe, La.
• AI Young is working as American
Indian News and Public Affairs
Director for National Public Radio at
KEYA-FM on the Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Indian Reservation in North
Dakota.
He also does sports play-by-play
broadcasting and lectures an Indian
High School broadcasting course.

1978
• Craig Cook is a substitute teacher
who also works at a health spa in the
Vienna, Va., area.
• Judy Lape is employed as a real
estate agent by Charles W. Dahl, a
realtor in the Augusta County, Va.,
area.
• Ann Lecato Custis is teaching sixth
grade reading at Exmore- WillisWhares Elementary School on the
eastern shore of Virginia ..
• Darlene Marshall Ntt!ie is teaching
in the Rappahannock County (Va.)
School System.
• Alicia Munger has been accepted to
graduate school in anthropology at
Northern Arizona University.
• David Sdar has been accepted to
optometry school.
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